
Competence and innovation
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fmu Förderanlagen Maschinenbau Umwelttechnik GmbH was founded in the year 1998 
by 6 experienced engineers.
The business object was and is to offer the trailer-made solution for the department of 
the general manufacturing systems engineering, with the main focus on conveyance 
and environmental engineering. We plan and deliver plants and machinery for nearly 
all sectors of industry. Our Main Customers come from:

- Pulp- and paper industry 
- Chemical industry, pharmaceutical industry
- Machine industry
- Quarry/pit, building materials industry
- Recycling
- Timber industry
- Food industry
- Power economy
- Foundry industry
- Generation of energy out of biomass
- Infrastructure
- Railroads

Underneath we understand:
- Guidance
- Planning
- Engineering
- Delivery
- Assembly
- Implementing and handover
- After sales service

We offer these services for:
- New plants
- Rebuild and extension of existing plants

We reach these recognized services for customers
- through highly qualified persons with long-term experience
- by  use of latest Cad and EDV-establishment 
- with help from our proven manufacturing- and  assembling partners

All from one Provider

Highest quality and customer satisfaction
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Selection of our products

tubular belt conveyor bucket conveyor for
ash transportation 

pneumatic plier for
stock picker

vibrating conveyor with filter
for frozen food 

lattice bridge with belt conveyor centering and separation machine 

brushing machine for
steel profiles

mixing auger

rotating screw conveyorwet concrete recyclinglog saw

feeding vehicle for
laser cutting machine 

tipping bucket elevator 

rotary dryer for chopped wood drum filter to separate
chopped wood 

fines conveyor with
spreading auger  

tray chain conveyor rubber cutting machine 

mobile screw conveyor

glueing tableinner ejecting bucket elevatorbucket elevator
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